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Note: The information contained in this report contains publicly available information about Chris Brooks

requested on behalf of samplecompany (“Company”), as part of Company’s commercial agreement(s)

with Fama Technologies, Inc. Please direct questions to your Fama account manager, or by contacting us

using the information in the header of this document. Please visit our  legal policy  here, or our  privacy

policy  here, for additional questions.

 
FCRA COMPLIANCE and ACCURACY

1.1 FCRA COMPLIANCE. Customer is responsible for its compliance with the FCRA, as well as any applicable state and

local consumer reporting laws. Without in any way limiting the foregoing:

(a) Customer shall request Consumer Reports from Company for a permissible purpose for obtaining Consumer

Reports as defined by FCRA §604 and applicable state and local law.

(b) Prior to requesting a Consumer Report, Customer shall identify the permissible purpose under FCRA §604 and

applicable state and local law for which the Consumer Report (or information from such report) is to be furnished; and

certify that the Consumer Report shall be used for no other purpose.

(c) Customer shall establish and comply with reasonable procedures designed to ensure that each Consumer Report

(or information from such report) is used only for a purpose for which the report may be furnished under FCRA §604

and applicable state and local law, including providing the information and certifications required by FCRA §607(a) and

applicable state and local law including identifying the nature of the Customer’s business, certifying the Customer’s

permissible purpose(s) for obtaining Consumer Reports, and agreeing that such Consumer Reports shall be used for

no other purpose. In the event that a Consumer Report is obtained for employment purposes, Customer shall provide

the certifications required by FCRA § 604(b) and applicable state and local law.

(d) Customer may archive, maintain or use Consumer Reports for audit and disaster recovery purposes, as well as

complying with Customer’s obligations under the FCRA, similar state laws or other applicable law.

1.2 ACCURACY. Fama Technologies, Inc. gathers information from accounts which we have associated with Chris

Brooks. This may or may not be information that was generated by Chris Brooks and could or may be the result of

account/computer hacking, although we attempt to determine whether such illegal activity is or was associated with

the account.
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Confirmed Profiles for Chris Brooks
 Facebook https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?

id=100028853315645&epa=SEARCH_BOX

 Twitter gowenmike2017 (Mike Gowen), JMcconelly (James McConelly)

 Instagram https://www.instagram.com/jamesmcconelly/

Social Media Posts

 0 Community Flags

 3 Flagged Content View Flags

 0 Keyword Flags

News and Web Search

 0 Community Flags

 4 Flagged Content View Flags

 0 Keyword Flags

 0 Relevant Articles
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 Flagged Posts for Chris Brooks




Flag Type

Flagged
Content

Flag Reason

Cannabis

Post Type

Original

06/01/2020

Eat a mango 45 minutes before smoking

marijuana. It makes the high a lot better!
View original post




Flag Type

Flagged
Content

Flag Reason

Intolerance

Post Type

Original

05/18/2020

i hope u whores r getting the attention u deserve

and not sending multiple texts just for mediocre

affection
View original post




Flag Type

Flagged
Content

Flag Reason

Other drugs

Post Type

Original

05/15/2020

Coffee tastes like cocaine on a Monday
View original post
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 Flagged news and web results for Chris Brooks

 Flag Type

Flagged
Content

Flag Reason

Criminal,
Violence

02/28/2017

Road rage incident involving Chris Brooks of

Sarasota, FL leads to assault charges

SARASOTA COUNTY, Fla. (WFLA) – A Parrish man

is in police custody following a road rage incident

in Sarasota. Chris Brooks, 40, was arrested on

Tuesday on charges of aggravated assault with

a firearm and false imprisonment. At 6:30 a.m.,

a woman called 911 to report a man who chased

her from I-75 to Fruitville Road in Sarasota.

She claims the man boxed her in at a nearby

intersection, exited...
View original post
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 Flag Type

Flagged
Content

Flag Reason

Criminal,
Violence

03/26/2016

Man who shot neighbor happy charges against

him dropped

SARASOTA -- Prosecutors in Polk County have

dropped charges against a man who shot his

neighbor during a confrontation. The Herald-

Tribune reports (http://bit.ly/1UPYj6e) Chris

Brooks is relieved after wondering whether he

would spend the rest of his life in prison. Arrested

Oct. 25, 2014, at his home in Polk County, the

39-year-old was charged with second-degree

attempted murder for shooting...
View original post
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